
Your  HORIZON mesh sandpit cover come with a 5 year uv degradation war-

ranty from manufacturer 

And a three year shape retention warranty from elemental shades 

 Which means if the fabric 

Breaks down (ie falls apart) or the fabric  shrinks to the point that it  will  no 

longer fit using the fittings supplied you will be covered 

This warranty does not include general wear and tear  or damage caused by 

misuse 

WARRANTY 

REPAIRS 

ELEMENTAL SHADE STRUCTURES     (07) 3200 2914 

MAINTENANCE 

TO OBTAIN THE MAXIMUM LIFE FROM HORIZON MESH PRODUCT. 

THE FOLLOWING POINTS SHOULD BE NOTED:  

1. Keep the fabric clean by brushing regularly both on the top and underside with a

soft bristled brush and by hosing occasionally with clear, cold water.

2. Do not apply soaps, detergents, cleaning fluids or insecticides.

3. Keep petrol, oil, solvents, kerosene and other similar fluids away from the fabric.

4. Do not allow bird droppings, or vegetable matter to remain in contact with

the fabric.

5. It is important that a HORIZON MESH SANDPIT COVER is allowed to dry after

wet weather and should not be rolled up or stowed away when wet.

STUBBORN STAINS: CLEAN THOROUGHLY WITH  

NON-ABRASIVE HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, DILUTED RUBBING ALCOHOL OR 

DILUTED BLEACH - 1:20 concentration. 

RINSE IMMEDIATELY WITH CLEAN WATER 

FOR ALL REPAIRS OR TO ORDER A BUNGEE 

LOOP REPLACEMENT KIT SEE DETAILS BELOW 

ELEMENTAL SHADE STRUCTURES 

Phone: (07) 3200 2914 
Fax: (07) 3200 2916 

E-mail: info@elementalshades.com

www.elementalshades.com 

Unit 5 33-35 nestor drive meadowbrook Brisbane 

TECHNICAL INFO 

SANDPIT COVER OPERATIONS MANUAL 



Snow 

Shala Gray• 

Jasper• 

Classic Cream • 

Caramel 

• 
Wallaby• 

Windspray • 

Ironstone• 

Gunmetal 

Ebony 

Surf Mist• 

Dune• 

Cocoa 

Paparbark • 

Woodland Grey • 

Mist 

Basalt• 

Storm 

Charcoal 

Cobalt 

The Horizon mesh collection is a versatile range 

specifically designed for outdoor blinds and 

awnings. The unique weave combines a functional 

solution for solar protection with a stylish textured 

appearance. Designed for Australian conditions, 

Horizon will create privacy from the outside without 

compromising the visual aspect. 

Horizon mesh is available is 2 qualities. Horizon 95 

is the most commonly used and provides an ideal 

balance between protection and visual aspect. 

If your looking for increased privacy and protection, 

Horizon 99 is the answer. 

Horizon was inspired by the Colorbond colour 

range. The palette coordinates with any exterior 

to create a seamless finish. This offering caters 

for traditional colours such as Classic Cream, 

Paperbark and Woodland Grey right through to the 

latest contemporary tones like Dune, Wallaby and 

Ironstone. Whether you want a splash of colour for 

a contrasting look or a perfect colour-coded match, 

the Horizon range is your perfect solution. 

Reduces heat transmission 

Improves air-conditioning efficiencies 

Provides UVR protection 

Reduces glare in direct sunlight 

Provides privacy without compromising the view 

Allows moderate flow of fresh air 

Mildew resistant 

Supported with a five year warranty 

• Inspired by COLORBOND® 

COLORBOND®, BlueScope, ® colour names are registered trade marks of 
BlueScope Steel Limited. ™ colour names are trade marks of BlueScope 
Steel Limited. 
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The New 

STAYPUT ™ DOME HOOK 

Features 

• Horizontal and Vertical models

• Simple to install

� 
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• Safe, low profile design ideal for outdoor play areas (ie. sandpits, pools).
• Manufactured in Australia using UV stabilized nylon

• 100% corrosion free
• 7 colours available

Product Description 
The StaypuC Dome Hook is the latest addition to the Stayput

N 

Fastener range. The low profile Dome 
Hook minimizes the risk of being a tripping or snagging hazard when not in use, while still providing a 
secure anchor point. The Staypuf' Dome Hook accepts a 5mm shock cord as used on the Staypuf' 
Shock Cord Loop. 

Why was it developed? 
The StaypuC Dome Hook Horizontal model was designed to secure fabric covers over sand pits and 
swimming pools. In many cases a fixing point needed to be installed on a flat surface li ke paving without 
creating a tripping hazard or a danger for small children. In some states, sand pits in child care centres, 
playgroups and preschools are required to be covered when not in use to prevent animals accessing 
them. Covers on swimming pools can prevent accidental drowning, minimize evaporation and keep leaf 
litter out. Customer feedback led us to adapt the Stayput

N 

Dome Hook Horizontal to create a Vertical 
version to secure the bottom of vertical blinds or curtains to a flat surface. 

How does it work and where can it be used? 
The Stayput

N 

Dome Hook is attached to a flat surface by two 89 countersunk screws. Neatly fitting colour 
coded plugs then cover the screws giving a clean smooth finish. There is no need to recess the Stayput

N 

Dome Hook into the ground so installation is quick and easy. The Staypu( Dome Hook is suitable for use 
in many applications including, children's playgrounds, around swimming pools, boat decks, walls, 
walkways, verandahs etc ..... . 

The Staypuf Dome Hook is proudly 100%Australian made. 
Stayput

N 

Fasteners has been supplying the industrial fabric industry for 
over 40 years and continues to produce a range of secure and corrosion
free fastening solutions for marine & outdoor applications in domestic and 
international markets. 

STAYPUT
N 

FASTENERS AUSTRALIA 
www.stayputfasteners.com.au 
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CONTACT US TODAY TO REQUEST
A FREE MEASURE AND QUOTE

(07) 3200 2914




